A clinical correlation study of severity of antibody-mediated rejection and cardiovascular mortality in heart transplantation.
The current International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation (ISHLT) diagnostic criteria for antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) designate AMR as either absent (AMR 0) or present (AMR 1), without grading its severity. Yet, the extent of histologic and immunofluorescence (IF) findings of AMR varies across endomyocardial biopsies (EMBs). In this study, we hypothesized that the severity of AMR, as assessed on EMBs, correlates with cardiovascular mortality in heart transplant recipients. All EMBs from 1985 to 2005 were evaluated. Biopsy specimens were uniformly studied by light microscopy and IF early post-transplant. A comprehensive vascular score (V1: no AMR, to V5: severe AMR) was prospectively assigned to each EMB, based on severity of both histologic and IF findings. Univariate Cox proportional hazards regressions were performed using indicators of vascular scores alone, combined, and cumulatively. Nine hundred six patients were transplanted and included in the study. Mean age was 46.6 +/- 15.5 years and 82% were male. A total of 26,236 EMBs comprised the study data. As expected, histologic and immunopathologic findings of AMR varied in severity. An incremental risk of cardiovascular mortality was found with more severe AMR whether vascular scores were analyzed individually (p = 0.001), in combination (p = 0.01) or cumulatively (p = 0.006). The severity of AMR on EMBs correlates with an incremental cardiovascular mortality risk after heart transplantation, suggesting that AMR should be viewed as a spectrum rather than just as present or absent. Supplementing the ISHLT AMR diagnostic guidelines with a consensus severity scale is warranted.